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CURRENT STATISTICS 

THAT his fellow Americans would choose to retain for Lyndon Johnson 
his White House inheritance was never in serious doubt. The outcome 

could be foreseen months before the Republican nomination was settled, even 
as the shock of Dallas began to wear off. If the history of American Presiden
tial elections has made anything clear, it is that, given a record of reasonable 
success, it is extremely difficult to wrest the office from the party in power— 
witness Kennedy's narrow victory in 1960-and practically impossible to 
wrest it from an incumbent-witness Dewey's defeat in 1948 and Stevenson's 
in 1956. In retrospect, one wonders if perhaps this spectre of impending defeat 
oppressed the Republican Party as it prepared to choose its nominee. How
ever, there were various other factors that fragmented leadership in the 
Republican camp—maverick tendencies, recalcitrant ambition, even a degree 
of apathy and an irrational fear of liberalism. In Barry Goldwater's brand of 
conservatism, the Republicans believed that they had found the most clear-
cut alternative to the Democrats' "mixture as before". But whether the alter
native was acceptable to the American people was another question. Hence it 
was that Johnson's aim not merely to win but to win by an overwhelming 
majority, to prove to his country and to the world that the spark of extrem
ism that undoubtedly exists in the U S has been contained, if not quenched. 

In the weeks between nomination and polling day, Goldwater found it 
increasingly difficult to elaborate the "choice not echo" theme and to spell 
out the precise nature of the alternative he was offering while yet reconciling 
it with the manifold requirements of leadership in the modern world. He 
had, perforce, to resort to well-worn themes like "true American values" and 
broad generalities such as greater decentralisation and depend heavily on the 
morality issue. Johnson's own job in the contest was hence relatively easy; 
he had, in the main, merely to let Goldwater have his say. So the campaign 
progressed, flat, tiresome and starkly provincial, in strange contrast to the 
style, the depth and the drama of 1960. And as the campaign progressed, 
political analysis and pollsters came up with various projections of the elec
tion results which all agreed in predicting a resounding victory for Johnson. 
Conceivably, these predictions might themselves have influenced the final 
actions. The phenomenon of 'elasticity of expectations' is no doubt operative 
in politics also and an indeterminate, and indeterminable, number of persons 
probably voted for Johnson principally because of the conviction that he was 
the winning candidate. 

But Johnson's victory is far too spectacular to be explained by these 
factors alone. Winning by the largest majority ever, bettering the 1936 record 
of the great FDR, is in itself impressive. Even more so is the fact that the 
preference for Johnson cut through almost all the usual voter groupings. He 
carried such established Republican strongholds as Vermont—gone Democra
tic for the first time—and the states of the mid-west—where Nixon led and 
Eisenhower swept through. New York, the most populous State of the Union, 
was carried by a margin of 2.4 million bettering Eisenhower's 1956 record 
margin of 1.6 million. Johnson apparently got the suburban vote, which 
generally favours Republicans, the city vote, the farm vote, the labour vote 
and the industry vote. In fact, the only cleavage that he failed to transcend 
was geographic, losing five States in the deep South, which would seem to 
indicate that the only issue that this election has left open is the one to 
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